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The Caenorhabditis elegans vulva is comprised of highly similar anterior and posterior halves that are arranged in a mirror symmetric
pattern. The cell lineages that form each half of the vulva are identical, except that they occur in opposite orientations with respect to the
anterior/posterior axis. We show that most vulval cell divisions produce sister cells that have asymmetric levels of POP-1 and that the
asymmetry has opposite orientations in the two halves of the vulva. We demonstrate that lin-17 (Frizzled type Wnt receptor) and lin-18 (Ryk)
regulate the pattern of POP-1 localization and cell type specification in the posterior half of the vulva. In the absence of lin-17 and lin-18,
posterior lineages are reversed and resemble anterior lineages. These experiments suggest that Wnt signaling pathways reorient cell lineages
in the posterior half of the vulva from a default orientation displayed in the anterior half of the vulva.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The development of an organ typically involves the
generation of organ precursors and regulation of the spatial
patterning of cell types within the organ.While the generation
of organ precursors is often controlled by mechanisms that
pattern the main body axes (e.g., the anterior/posterior axis),
the different cell types that comprise an organ may be
arranged in a pattern that is distinct from the main body axes.
For example in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, the
development of vulval precursor cells is regulated by the
HOM-C gene lin-39, which functions in the patterning of the
anterior/posterior axis (Clark et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1993).
However, the differentiated cell types within the mature vulva
are not distributed in a uniform manner with respect to this
axis. Instead, they are arranged along a proximal/distal axis0012-1606/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2004.10.020
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E-mail address: hill.531@osu.edu (R.J. Hill).wherein each cell type is found at a certain distance from the
center of the organ (Sharma-Kishore et al., 1999; Sulston and
Horvitz, 1977). Hence, the development of the C. elegans
vulva involves the specification of a new axis. The experi-
ments described in this report investigate themechanisms that
pattern the proximal/distal axis of the vulva.
The C. elegans vulva is a reproductive organ that allows
for egg laying and copulation with males. The vulval
epithelium develops from a field of multipotent vulval
precursor cells named P3.p through P8.p on the basis of their
position (Figs. 1A and B). In normal development, cell
signaling events direct P6.p to adopt the 18 vulval fate and
P5.p and P7.p to adopt the 28 vulval fate (reviewed in
Kornfeld, 1997) (Fig. 1B). The remaining precursors adopt
the nonvulval 38 fate. A precursor that has adopted the 18 fate
divides three times to produce descendants that differentiate
into vulval cell types vulF and vulE, whereas precursors that
have adopted the 28 fate undergo a different cell lineage to
produce cell types vulD, vulC, vulB2, vulB1, and vulA (Fig.
1C). These different vulval cell types contribute to distinct278 (2005) 118–129
Fig. 1. Overview of vulval development. (A) The six vulval precursor cells
(blue circles) are born during the L1 stage and are arranged in row along the
ventral epidermis. (B) Cell interactions between the anchor cell (AC) and the
vulval precursors direct the precursors to adopt fates in the pattern shown.
The 38 fate produces nonvulval hypodermis while the 18 and 28 fates produce
vulval epithelial cells. (C) Vulval precursor cells that have adopted the 18 and
28 fates undergo three rounds of cell division to produce descendant cells that
differentiate into different vulval cell types. A through F refer to the
terminally differentiated cell types vulA, vulB (vulB1 and vulB2), vulC,
vulD, vulE, and vulF. The dashed blue line indicates a plane of mirror
symmetry in the developing vulva. (D) During the late L3 and L4 stages, the
vulval descendant cells undergo morphogenesis to produce the egg laying
passage (lumen). All cell types except vulA detach from the ventral cuticle
and invaginate dorsally toward the uterus. Anterior is to the left and ventral is
toward the bottom of this and other figures.
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gene expression and morphogenesis. For example at the mid-
L4 stage, only the vulB1 and vulB2 cells express ceh-2 and
only the vulA cells remain attached to the ventral cuticle
(Inoue et al., 2002; Sharma-Kishore et al., 1999). The cell
lineages that form the anterior and posterior halves of the
vulva are identical, except that they occur in opposite
orientations with respect to the anterior/posterior body axis.
For example, the 28 lineage of P5.p generates cell types in the
anterior to posterior order of vulA to vulD, whereas the 28
lineage of P7.p generates cell types in the order vulD to vulA
(Fig. 1C). Hence, the vulval cell types are specified along a
proximal/distal axis in a mirror symmetric pattern.
Genetic studies have shown that a Wnt pathway that
includes lin-17, lin-18, cwn-2, lin-44, and mom-2 regulates
the development of the 28 lineage of P7.p. In animals thatlack activity of lin-17 or lin-18, the cell lineage of P7.p is
often altered and the P7.p descendants may form an ectopic
vulval lumen posterior to the main vulval lumen, leading to
a distinctive bivulva (Biv) phenotype (Ferguson and
Horvitz, 1985; Ferguson et al., 1987). lin-17 encodes a
member of the Frizzled family of seven-pass transmembrane
proteins (Sawa et al., 1996), which have well-characterized
functions as receptors for signaling molecules called Wnts
(reviewed in Wodarz and Nusse, 1998). lin-18 encodes the
only C. elegans member of the Ryk/Derailed family of
atypical receptor tyrosine kinases (Inoue et al., 2004). Ryk
proteins are not structurally related to Frizzleds, but they can
bind to Wnts through a WIF-1-type Wnt-binding domain
and have recently emerged as a novel class of Wnt receptor
(Inoue et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 2003).
Genetic experiments indicate that the Wnt genes lin-44,
mom-2, and cwn-2 act redundantly to regulate the P7.p
lineage and suggest that lin-44 and mom-2 signal preferen-
tially through receptors lin-17 and lin-18, respectively
(Inoue et al., 2004). The site of action for these genes has
not been determined. However, reporter transgenes for lin-
17 and lin-18 are expressed in the developing vulva and a
reporter transgene for mom-2 is expressed in the gonad,
consistent with the model that Wnt signals act on the vulva
(Inoue et al., 2004; Sawa et al., 1996).
While these prior studies had shown that Wnt signaling
plays an important role in P7.p development, they had not
identified downstream components of this pathway or the
precise role of this pathway in patterning the P7.p lineage.
The transcription factor T Cell Factor-1 (TCF-1) often
mediates the transcriptional effects of the Wnt signaling
pathway. In the so-called canonical Wnt pathway, Wnt
signals regulate TCF-1 activity by controlling the stability
of h-catenin, which acts as a transcriptional activator of TCF-
1 (reviewed in Wodarz and Nusse, 1998). C. elegans has a
single TCF-1 family member called POP-1, which can be
regulated in a canonical manner (Herman, 2001; Korswagen
et al., 2000; Lin et al., 1995). However, an additional manner
of POP-1 regulation exists wherein POP-1 can be asym-
metrically localized after cell division. For example, many
cell divisions in the embryo produce an anterior sister that has
a high nuclear level of POP-1 and a posterior sister that has a
low nuclear level of POP-1 (Lin et al., 1995, 1998; Park and
Priess, 2003). It is currently thought that these cells have
similar total levels of POP-1 and that they display different
nuclear levels of POP-1 because a MAPK pathway directs
one cell to redistribute a portion of its POP-1 protein to the
cytoplasm (Lo et al., 2004; Maduro et al., 2002). POP-1 is
also asymmetrically localized after the division of seam cells
and gonad precursors, and the gene lin-17 has been shown to
contribute to POP-1 asymmetry in these two tissues (Herman,
2001; Lin et al., 1998; Siegfried et al., 2004). Together, these
observations suggest that POP-1 could be a target of lin-17
and lin-18 regulation during vulval development.
In these studies, we examined the function of lin-17 and
lin-18 in controlling POP-1 asymmetry and cell type
R. Deshpande et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 118–129120specification during vulval development. We found that
POP-1 is localized in opposite orientations in the anterior
and posterior halves of the vulva and thus that POP-1 is a
molecular marker for the orientation of the vulval lineages.
We also found that LIN-17 and LIN-18 regulate both the
orientation of POP-1 localization and the pattern of cell type
specification in the posterior half of the vulva but not in the
anterior half. These results indicate that LIN-17 and LIN-18
are not required to establish asymmetry in vulval lineages,
but rather act to reorient posterior vulval lineages from the
default orientation displayed by anterior vulval lineages.
This reorientation allows vulval cell types to be specified
along a proximal/distal axis and contributes to mirror
symmetry in vulval development.Fig. 2. POP-1 localization during vulval development. Representative
photomicrographs of larvae stained with an anti-POP-1 antibody are shown.
(A) POP-1 expression in the vulval precursors of a L2 larva. P4.p to P8.p
are shown. P4.p is slightly out of focus and P3.p is not present in the field.
POP-1 expression dorsal of the vulval precursors is in the gonad. (B) POP-1
localization after the first round of cell division in the 18 and 28 vulval
lineages. Sister cells are indicated by the cell lineage diagrams and the
relative nuclear levels of POP-1 are indicated by the symbols N, b, and =.
(C) POP-1 localization after the first round of cell division in the P4.p
through P8.p lineages. The cells in the 38 lineages of P4.p and P8.p have
not started to fuse with hyp7 (data not shown). The three panels are from
adjacent focal planes of the same specimen. (D) POP-1 localization after the
second round of cell division. Specimens are from the strain N2 (in B or D)
or from the strain CM1006, which also has normal vulval development (in
A and C). Scale bar: 10 Am.Materials and methods
Nematode strains
C. elegans strains were cultured and genetic crosses were
performed as described (Brenner, 1974). The following
mutations, balancer chromosomes, and transgenes were
used: lin-17(sy277) (Sawa et al., 1996); lin-17(n671), lin-
18(e620), and lin-18(n1051) (Ferguson and Horvitz, 1985);
ajm-1(ok160) and j cEx44[ro l -6(su1006) AJM-
1DGFP(pJS191)] (Koppen et al., 2001); hT2[qIs48] (Sieg-
fried and Kimble, 2002); syIs51[cdh-3DCFP] V and
syIs55[ceh-2DYFP] X (Inoue et al., 2002). The full
genotype of CM1006 is dpy-20(e1282) IV;ajm-1(ok160)
X;jcEx44. lin-17;lin-18 double homozygotes were identiQ
fied as non-GFP-expressing self progeny of lin-17()/
hT2[qIs48];lin-18() strains.
Immunostaining
POP-1 protein expression was detected by immunostain-
ing with the monoclonal antibody P4G4 as described (Lin et
al., 1998) (Figs. 2B and D) or using a protocol with the
following modifications (Figs. 2A,C and 3; Tables 1 and 2).
Upon freeze cracking, larvaewere rinsed off of frozen slides in
dimethyl formamide prechilled to 208C and were subse-
quently processed in microcentrifuge tubes. Prior to antibody
staining, the specimens were incubated at 408C for 10 min in
PBT (1PBS, 0.1%Tween 20) and then at 208C for 30min in
PBT with 1% SDS to increase the level of POP-1 immunos-
taining. A complete version of the protocol is available upon
request. P4G4 was detected with a Cy3-conjugated goat anti-
mouse antisera (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories,
Inc.). Specimenswere imagedwith anAxioplan 2microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Inc.) equipped with a 100 Plan Neofluar
objective (1031–172), filter set 41007a (Chroma Technology
Corp.), and model C4742-95-12ERG CCD (Hamamatsu
Photonics K.K.). Image processing and contrast enhancement
were performed with OpenLab 3 (Improvision Inc.) and
Photoshop (Adobe Systems Inc.) software.POP-1 levels were only compared for sister cells that
were in interphase, as judged by DAPI staining. The
relative nuclear level of POP-1 in sister cells was assessed
as follows. The mean pixel intensity (MPI) of representa-
tive image regions was calculated using the public domain
NIH Image program (developed at the U.S. National
Institutes of Health and available on the Internet at http://
www.rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/). To adjust for back-
ground fluorescence, the MPI of an adjacent, low, or
nonstaining cytoplasmic region was subtracted from the
MPI of a nuclear region. The adjusted MPI for the nucleus
with higher fluorescence was then divided by the adjusted
MPI of the other nucleus. If the resulting value was greater
Fig. 3. POP-1 localization in the descendants of P7.p in wild-type and
mutant animals. (Left panel) In lin-17(n671), lin-18(e620), or double
mutant animals, the orientation of POP-1 localization in the daughters of
P7.p is usually reversed. (Right panel) In lin-17 mutants or lin-18 mutants,
the orientation of POP-1 localization is usually wild type in the daughters of
P7.pa and is sometimes reversed (as shown) in the daughters of P7.pp. In
double mutants, POP-1 localization is usually reversed in the daughters of
P7.pa and P7.pp. Scale bar: 5 Am.
Table 2















N 4 32 28 0 0 9
= 1 10 5 29 2 13
b 2 0 0 1 26 18
a The pattern of POP-1 localization in Pn.p sister cell pairs prior to fusion
with hyp7. Patterns are tabulated as described in Table 1. All animals are
from strain CM1006.
b The normal fate of the cells is listed within parentheses.
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asymmetric levels of nuclear POP-1. Duplicate measure-
ments and calculations were performed.
Assignment of cell fates and vulval morphology
By following the development of several lin-17 mutants,
it was observed that P7.p descendants were arranged at the
mid-L4 stage in an anterior to posterior order that
corresponded to their lineal identity (e.g., P7.paal). There-
fore, the lineal identity of P7.p descendants in mutant
animals was assigned on the basis of their position at thisTable 1
POP-1 localization during vulval development
Genotype POP-1
localizationa
After first cell division A
P5.pxb P6.px P7.px P5
Wild typec N 23 1 0 35
= 2 21 4 0
b 0 2 21 0
lin-17(sy277) N 24 2 10 38
= 1 21 5 1
b 0 1 10 0
lin-17(n671) N 25 2 16 35
= 0 24 9 0
b 1 0 1 0
lin-18(620) N 21 2 9 35
= 3 20 4 0
b 2 4 13 0
n671; e620 N 24 7 19 26
= 0 13 4 3
b 0 4 1 1
For each sister cell pair, the number of cases in which POP-1 is localized in a gi
a Relative nuclear levels of POP-1 in sister cells (see Materials and methods): N, h
in both sisters; b, lower nuclear level of POP-1 in anterior sister.
b P5.px refers to sister cells P5.pa and P5.pp.
c Wild-type animals are from strain N2.stage. The lineal identity of several P7.p descendants was
ambiguous, but this does not affect our general conclusions.
Cell fates (vulval epithelial cell types) were assigned as
follows. P7.pxxx sister cell pairs that expressed only
cdh-3DCFP were assigned cell fate vulC or vulD. P7.pxxx
sister cell pairs in which at least one cell expressed
ceh-2DYFP and neither cell expressed cdh-3DCFP were
assigned vulB. We classified the sister cells vulB1 and vulB2
as cell type vulB because they have similar gene expression
profiles (Inoue et al., 2002). P7.pxxx sister cell pairs that
expressed neither cdh-3DCFP nor ceh-2DYFP were
assigned cell fate vulA. The assignment of fate vulA in the
latter case is supported by the fact that these cells usually
adhered to the cuticle, a property unique to vulA cells at this
time. For example, P7.papx sister cell pairs were adherant in
21 of 22 lin-17(n671) and in 19 of 19 lin-18(e620) animals in
which both cells failed to express either marker. The
expression of Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) and Cyan
Fluorescent Protein (CFP) was distinguished as described
(Miller et al., 1999).
Vulval morphology was examined by DIC optics during
the mid-L4 stage. Animals were classified as Biv if a secondfter second division
.pax P5.ppx P6.pax P6.ppx P7.pax P7.ppx
34 50 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0
0 0 49 36 36
38 50 0 8 2
1 0 0 5 5
0 0 50 26 33
35 35 0 7 16
0 0 0 4 2
0 0 35 24 17
34 38 1 0 11
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 37 38 26
29 30 21 29 29
0 0 3 0 0
1 0 6 1 1
ven pattern is listed.
igher nuclear level of POP-1 in anterior sister; =, equal nuclear POP-1 levels
R. Deshpande et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 118–129122vulval lumen was present posterior of the main lumen and if
the two lumens were clearly separated by adherant, vulA-
like cells. Animals were classified as abnormal (Abn) if the
shape of the lumen was altered but the animal was non-Biv.Results
POP-1 localization during vulval development
We used an improved immunostaining procedure (Mate-
rials and methods) to examine the pattern of POP-1 protein
localization during the cell divisions that produce the vulval
epithelium. POP-1 expression was examined in strains N2
and CM1006, and similar results were obtained with both
strains. CM1006 expresses an AJM-1DGFP fusion protein
that localizes to a cell junction complex along the apical
border of epithelial cells (Koppen et al., 2001). The presence
of this protein helped reveal the anatomy of vulval cells in
immunostained animals. We consistently observed POP-1 in
the vulval precursor cells of mid-L2 and older animals and
in the progeny cells produced by the first two rounds of cell
division in the 18 and 28 lineages (Fig. 2). The expression of
POP-1 at earlier stages was not examined. The levels of
POP-1 seen in the vulval precursors at the mid-L2 stage
were low compared to the levels observed in the gonad, or
after the division of the vulval precursors. Prior to division,
all of the vulval precursor cells in an animal typically had
equivalent levels of POP-1 (Fig. 2A; 22 of 25 specimens).
However, in animals in which VPCs had started to divide or
had divided, cells of 18 and 28 lineages displayed
moderately higher levels of POP-1 than cells in 38 lineages
(Fig. 2C). We observed that POP-1 was rapidly lost after the
third and final round of cell division in 18 and 28 lineages.
The loss of POP-1 from these cells is in keeping with the
observation that the POP-1 protein is not detectable in most
postmitotic cell populations (Lin et al., 1998).
We examined whether vulval sister cells have different
nuclear levels of POP-1, and if so, whether the pattern of
POP-1 localization correlated with the orientation of the
vulval lineages. We found that all of the first and second
round cell divisions in a vulval 28 lineage usually produced
sister cells with different nuclear levels of POP-1 (Fig. 2;
Table 1). For example, after the division of P5.p, the anterior
sister P5.pa most often had a higher level of nuclear POP-1
than the posterior sister P5.pp (23 of 25 specimens). This
pattern, in which the anterior sister has the higher level of
POP-1, will hereafter be called a high/low pattern; the
opposite pattern, in which the anterior sister has the lower
level of POP-1, will be called a low/high pattern. POP-1 was
also localized in a high/low pattern after the second round of
cell division. P5.paa and P5.ppa both had higher nuclear
levels of POP-1 than their respective posterior sisters P5.pap
and P5.ppp. The first two rounds of cell division in the 28
lineage of P7.p also produced sister cells that displayed
different nuclear levels of POP-1. However, in contrast tothe P5.p lineage, POP-1 was most often localized in a low/
high pattern after these divisions. For example, P7.pa most
often had a lower nuclear level of POP-1 than its posterior
sister P7.pp (21 of 25 specimens). The first round of cell
division in the 18 lineage of P6.p produced sisters (P6.pa
and P6.pp) that most often had equal and low levels of POP-
1 (21 of 24 specimens). At the second round of cell division
in the P6.p lineage, the anterior cell P6.pa produced sisters
that localized POP-1 in a high/low pattern, while the
posterior cell P6.pp produced sisters that localized POP-1
in a low/high pattern. In summary, these studies show that
POP-1 is typically localized in a high/low pattern in the
anterior half of the vulva and in a low/high pattern in the
posterior half of the vulva. As cell lineages in the two halves
of the vulva have opposite orientations, these studies show
that the orientation of POP-1 localization correlates with the
orientation of the vulval lineages.
Since POP-1 is localized in a manner that matches the
orientation of the 18 and 28 lineages, we investigated whether
POP-1 localization would reveal an orientation to the 38
lineages of P3.p, P4.p, and P8.p. These cells divide once to
produce daughters that fuse with a syncytial hypodermal cell
called hyp7. An exception to this pattern is that P3.p
sometimes adopts the F fate where it fuses with hyp7 without
dividing. These experiments were done on the strain CM1006
so that the AJM-1DGFP fusion protein could be used to
determine whether cells in the 38 lineages had fused with
hyp7. In control experiments, we found that vulval develop-
ment was normal in this strain (n = 20). We also found that
P3.p usually adopted the F fate in this strain, which prevented
us from examining many P3.p 38 lineages. We observed that
cells in 38 lineages lost POP-1 expression when they fused
with hyp7. Therefore, we only compared the relative levels of
POP-1 in sister cells that showed no evidence of cell fusion
(Table 2). We observed that the sisters produced by the
division of P4.p most often localized POP-1 in a high/low
pattern. The sisters produced by the division of P8.p showed a
variable pattern of POP-1 localization with the most common
pattern being a low/high pattern. Overall, these experiments
indicate that the 38 lineages of P4.p and P8.p tend to localize
POP-1 in the same orientation as the adjacent 28 lineages
(P5.p and P7.p, respectively).
lin-17 and lin-18 regulate POP-1 localization during vulval
development
Since lin-17 and lin-18 mutants were known to have
defects in the P7.p cell lineage (Ferguson et al., 1987), we
examined whether the genes lin-17 and lin-18 regulate POP-
1 localization during vulval development (Fig. 3, Table 1).
For this analysis, the putative null mutations lin-17(n671)
and lin-18(e620) were used. n671 and e620 are both
nonsense mutations and cause phenotypes as strong as any
other lin-17 or lin-18 allele, respectively (Inoue et al., 2004;
Sawa et al., 1996). In wild type, the sisters generated by the
division of P7.p (P7.pa and P7.pp) most often localized POP-
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lin-17(n671) mutants, these sisters rarely localized POP-1 in
this low/high pattern (1 of 26 specimens) and instead most
often localized POP-1 in the reversed high/low pattern (16 of
26 specimens). Likewise in lin-18(e620) mutants, these
sisters often localized POP-1 in the reversed high/low pattern
(9 of 26 specimens). Due to these reversals, the orientation of
POP-1 localization in the P7.px sisters in lin-17 and lin-18
mutants often matches that seen in wild-type P5.px sisters.
After the second round of cell division, the pattern of POP-1
localization in the P7.p descendants was also disrupted in lin-
17 and lin-18 mutants. The distal pair of sisters (P7.ppa and
P7.ppp) showed a higher rate of reversals than the proximal
pair of sisters (P7.paa and P7.pap) in both lin-17(n671) and
lin-18(e620) mutants. These results provide further evidence
for P7.p lineage reversals that were suggested by earlier
experiments on lin-17 and lin-18 mutants. However, they
also demonstrate that the reversals are most often limited to
the first round of cell division (Fig. 4). For example, the
pattern of POP-1 localization in either mutant is usually
reversed in the sisters P7.pa and P7.pp, but not as often in the
sisters P7.ppa and P7.ppp (Table 1). Unlike the P7.p lineage,
the P5.p and P6.p cell lineages most often displayed a wild-
type pattern of POP-1 localization in lin-17 and lin-18
mutants (Table 1). These results indicate that the pattern of
POP-1 localization in the P7.p lineage is regulated by lin-17
and lin-18.Fig. 4. Vulval cell lineages in wild-type and mutant animals. (A) Wild-type
vulval lineages are labeled to show the pattern of cell type specification and
POP-1 localization. Filled circles indicate cells with high nuclear levels of
POP-1 and empty circles with low nuclear levels of POP-1. The arrows
indicate the orientations of the vulval lineages. For convenience, the third
round of cell division is not shown. (B) Model of the P7.p lineage in lin-17
or lin-18 single mutants. The orientation of POP-1 localization and vulA
specification is most often reversed after the first round of cell division but
not the second round of division. Inferred lineage reversals are indicated
with the symbol dNT. (C) Model of the P7.p lineage in lin-17 and lin-18
double mutants. The first and second rounds of division in the P7.p lineage
have a reversed orientation with respect to wild type.Because lin-17 and lin-18 single mutants displayed
partially penetrant defects in POP-1 localization, we exam-
ined whether the lin-17 and lin-18 genes had redundant
functions in regulating POP-1. We found that animals that
were doubly mutant for lin-17(n671) and lin-18(e620)
displayed an enhanced rate of defects in POP-1 localization
compared to either single mutant (Fig. 3; Table 1). This
enhancement is particularly notable for the sisters P7.paa and
P7.pap, which normally localize POP-1 in a low/high pattern.
In lin-17(n671) or lin-18(e620) single mutants, these sisters
localized POP-1 in the reversed high/low pattern in a low
number of cases (7 of 35 and 0 of 38, respectively). However,
in double mutants, these sisters displayed the reversed high/
low pattern in most cases (29 of 30 specimens). Double
mutants also displayed POP-1 localization defects in the
posterior half of the P6.p lineage. The sisters P6.ppa and
P6.ppp most often localized POP-1 in a low/high pattern in
wild-type and single mutants. However, in double mutants,
these sisters most often localized POP-1 in the reversed high/
low orientation (21 of 30 specimens). These results indicate
that lin-17 and lin-18 regulate the orientation of the P6.pp
lineage in addition to the P7.p lineage as reported previously.
In contrast to the cell lineages in the posterior half of the
vulva, cell lineages in the anterior half (i.e., P5.pxx and
P6.pax) did not display a significant rate of defects in POP-1
localization in double mutants. Double mutants also do not
show an increased rate of sister cells with equal levels of
POP-1. For example, the sisters P7.ppa and P7.ppp displayed
different nuclear levels of POP-1 in 30 of 30 lin-17;lin-18
double mutants (Table 1).We conclude that the lin-17 and lin-
18 genes regulate the orientation of POP-1 in the posterior
half of the vulva but are not required for sister cells to have
different nuclear levels of POP-1.
lin-17 and lin-18 regulate cell type specification in the P7.p
vulval lineage
To determine the function of lin-17 and lin-18 in vulval
cell type specification, we examined the expression of
several cell type markers in mutant animals. A ceh-2DYFP
reporter transgene, which expresses Yellow Fluorescent
Protein (YFP) under the control of a ceh-2 promoter, was
used as a marker for vulB cells. In wild type, this transgene
is expressed at the mid-L4 stage in all vulB1 cells, in some
vulB2 cells, and in no other vulval cell type (Inoue et al.,
2002). A cdh-3DCFP transgene that expresses Cyan
Fluorescent Protein (CFP) in the cell types vulC and vulD
(Inoue et al., 2002) was used as a marker for these two cell
types. Based upon the expression of YFP and CFP,
descendants of the vulval 28 lineages were assigned one
of three cell types vulA, vulB, and vulC or vulD (Materials
and methods).
Animals mutant for lin-17, lin-18, or both genes
commonly exhibited reversals in the pattern of cell type
specification in the 28 lineage of P7.p (Fig. 5). These
reversals can be illustrated by the lineal identity of the
Fig. 5. Expression of cell-type-specific reporter transgenes in mutant animals. Each row of six to eight shapes represents the descendants of P7.p in a single
animal. The identity (e.g., P7.paaa) of each cell is indicated by the cell lineage diagram and the expression of transgenes is indicated by the shape and color of the
cell: green triangles (pointing upward), cells that expressed cdh-3Dcfp; red triangles (pointing downward), expression of ceh-2Dyfp; black circles, expression of
neither marker; bicolored squares, expression of both markers. Wide shapes indicate undivided Pn.pxx cells. Question marks indicate cells that could not be
found. Vulval morphologies areWt, wild type; Biv, bivulva; Abn, abnormal. The full range of variability in transgene expression in wild-type animals is shown in
the upper left. The patterns shown for all mutant genotypes represent an unbiased population, except n671 where patterns are shown for 16 unbiased animals and
11 animals selected on the basis of their Biv phenotype. The rate of Biv animals in an unbiased n671 population is 72% (Inoue et al., 2004).
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5). In wild type, vulA cells arise from the posterior daughter
of P7.p (P7.pp). However, in lin-17(), lin-18(), and in
double mutants, vulA cells most commonly arose from theTable 3
vulA specification in mutant P7.p lineages
P7.p descendants Normal fate Genotype [%a (nb) ]
n671 s
P7.paax vulD 0 (16)
P7.papx vulC 73 (15) 8
P7.ppax vulB 19 (16) 2
P7.pppx vulA 27 (15) 2
a Percent of P7.p descendants that developed as vulA based upon reporter transg
b Number of animals in an unbiased population. This table excludes 11 n671 muanterior daughter of P7.p (P7.pa). This pattern of vulA
specification suggests a reversal in the P7.p lineage at the
first round of cell division. Reversals in the pattern of vulA
specification were also detected after the second round ofy277 e620 n1051 n671; e620
0 (9) 13 (23) 0 (15) 93 (29)
9 (9) 87 (23) 60 (15) 50 (28)
2 (9) 13 (23) 20 (15) 11 (28)
9 (7) 18 (17) 64 (11) 19 (27)
ene expression shown in Fig. 5.
tant animals shown in Fig. 5, which were from a biased population.
Table 4






n671 10 6 104
e620 24 19 100
n671; e620 99 78 114
a Percent animals with a protrusion of the main vulva by 24 h after the mid-
L4 stage.
b Percent animals with an eversion of the gonad or intestine through the
vulval passage by 24 h after the mid-L4 stage.
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single mutants. In wild type, vulA cells arise from a posterior
daughter after the second round of division. The reversed
pattern (wherein vulA cells arise from an anterior daughter of
a second round division; i.e., P7.paa and P7.ppa) was
observed in most double mutants (28 of 29; Fig. 5) and in a
lower fraction of lin-17(n671) and lin-18(e620) single
mutants (3 of 16 and 6 of 23, respectively; Fig. 5). The
pattern of reversals in vulA specification matched the pattern
of reversals in POP-1 localization. For both processes, single
mutants often displayed reversals only after the first round of
division, whereas double mutants usually displayed reversals
after both rounds of division (Fig. 4). Single and double
mutants also displayed reversals in the pattern of vulB and of
vulC/vulD specification in the P7.p lineage (Fig. 5). For
example, P7.paa that should adopt the vulD fate instead
adopted the vulB fate in 11 of 23 lin-18(e620) mutants.
These changes in vulB and vulC/D specification provide
further evidence for P7.p lineage reversals in these mutants.
However, it should be noted that reversals in the specifica-
tion of these cell types were not always correlated with
reversals in vulA specification. This suggests that these
different cell types are specified by independent or partially
independent mechanisms.
In contrast to P7.p, P5.p produced descendants that
expressed cell type markers in a wild-type pattern and that
underwent normal patterns of morphogenesis in most lin-
17(), lin-18(), and double mutants (results not shown).
The normal development of the P5.p lineage in these
mutants suggests that lin-17 and lin-18 are not required for
the specification of any of the cell types produced by the 28
lineage. Likewise, although the 28 lineage of P7.p displayed
reversals in mutant animals, it continued to produce an
apparently normal range of cell types (Fig. 5). We conclude
that lin-17 and lin-18 regulate the pattern of vulval cell type
specification in the P7.p lineage but are not required for the
specification of any of the cell types produced by a 28
lineage.
Since lin-17 and lin-18 mutants have altered patterns of
POP-1 localization and cell type specification during vulval
development, we examined these animals as adults for
vulval defects. In lin-17 and lin-18 mutants, the descendants
of P7.p often form a second vulval lumen posterior of the
main lumen that can lead to the formation of a nonfunctional
pseudovulva (Ferguson and Horvitz, 1985; Inoue et al.,
2004). However, the main vulva often has a relatively
normal anatomy and can retain function. For example, the
main vulva protruded in only 10% of lin-17(n671) mutants
and 24% of lin-18(e620) mutants (Table 4). In contrast, the
main vulva protruded in 99% of double mutants indicating
redundancy in the function of lin-17 and lin-18 (Table 4).
Double mutants also showed an enhanced rate of a more
severe defect wherein internal organs evert through the
vulva (Table 4). These eversions typically resulted in adult
lethality and many of the affected animals failed to
reproduce (data not shown). The vulval protrusions andtissue eversions seen in these mutants could be a conse-
quence of defects in vulval cell type specification but could
potentially arise from defects in other tissues such as the
gonad. These results indicate that lin-17 and lin-18 are
required for the proper development and function of the C.
elegans egg laying system.Discussion
lin-17 and lin-18 control the orientation of vulval cell
lineages
In normal development, the cell lineages that produce the
posterior half of the vulva are identical to those that produce
the anterior half, except that they occur in the opposite
orientation. We have found that POP-1 is localized in
opposite orientations in the two halves of the developing
vulva. We have also demonstrated that LIN-17/Frizzled and
LIN-18/Ryk control the orientation of the posterior vulval
lineages. In lin-17() lin-18() double mutants, the
posterior vulval lineages are usually reversed such that they
resemble the anterior vulval lineages. These changes in the
pattern of cell type specification cause anatomical defects
and are associated with premature lethality caused by an
eversion of internal tissues through the malformed vulva.
We propose that signaling events mediated by LIN-17 and
LIN-18 reorient the posterior vulval lineages from a default
orientation and thereby allow for a mirror symmetric pattern
of vulval cell type specification.
Prior analysis had shown that wild-type lin-17 activity
polarizes cell divisions in several tissues (Sternberg and
Horvitz, 1988). For example, lin-17(+) is required for the B
cell to produce daughter cells that are different in size and
that produce different cell types. Cell lineage analysis on the
vulva, however, suggested that lin-17(+) acted both to
establish and to orient polarity in the P7.p lineage (Ferguson
et al., 1987; Sternberg and Horvitz, 1988). We have used a
panel of molecular markers to more precisely examine the
function of the lin-17 gene in vulval development. In
normal development, the first two rounds of cell division in
a 28 lineage produce sisters that have different nuclear levels
of POP-1 and that generate different vulval cell types. In
animals mutant for lin-17, lin-18, or both, the orientation of
R. Deshpande et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 118–129126the P7.p lineage is often reversed, but most cell divisions
continue to produce sister cells that have different levels of
POP-1 and that still generate different cell types. Since the
mutations used in these experiments are presumptive nulls
(Inoue et al., 2004; Sawa et al., 1996), our results indicate
that the lin-17 and lin-18 genes regulate the orientation of
the 28 lineage but are not required to polarize this lineage.
It was not clear from previous studies why the function
of the lin-17 and lin-18 genes should be required for the
proper development of the 28 lineage of P7.p, but not for the
28 lineage of P5.p. Our results demonstrate that the P7.p
lineage localizes POP-1 in a high/low pattern in animals that
lack function of both lin-17 and lin-18. This pattern of POP-
1 localization is the same as seen in the P5.p lineage and in
some other tissues. These results strongly suggest that the
mechanisms that establish the high/low pattern of POP-1 in
other tissues can also act throughout the developing vulva.
We propose that the gene products of lin-17 and lin-18
function to override these mechanisms in the posterior half
of the vulva.
Wnt signaling and vulval development
AWnt signaling pathway that includes the Wnts LIN-44,
MOM-2, and CWN-2, and the putative Wnt receptors LIN-
17 and LIN-18 regulates the orientation of the P7.p lineage
(Ferguson et al., 1987; Inoue et al., 2004; these studies).
However, the intracellular transducers of this pathway
remain largely undefined. Frizzled proteins can act through
multiple signaling pathways whereas the mechanisms of
Ryk signal transduction are not well understood (see
Halford and Stacker, 2001; Strutt, 2003; Wodarz and Nusse,
1998). Our results demonstrate that LIN-17 and LIN-18
regulate the localization of POP-1/TCF-1. A connection
between Ryk and TCF-1 has also recently been reported in
mammals where it was shown that knockdown of Ryk by
RNAi lowered the activation of TCF-1 in response to Wnt1
(Lu et al., 2004). Together, these studies provide evidence
that Ryks regulate TCF-1. A MAPK-like pathway that
includes MOM-4/MAP-kinase-kinase-kinase and LIT-1/
nemo kinase has been shown to regulate POP-1 localization
in the embryo and gonad (Meneghini et al., 1999;
Rocheleau et al., 1999; Shin et al., 1999; Siegfried et al.,
2004). While this pathway is an obvious candidate to act
downstream of LIN-17 and LIN-18 during vulval develop-
ment, thus far, RNAi experiments with mom-4 and lit-1
have not revealed a function for these genes in vulval
lineage orientation (data not shown).
Wnt signaling pathways often regulate the activity of
TCFs by controlling the stability of the transcriptional
coactivator h-catenin (reviewed in Wodarz and Nusse,
1998). C. elegans has several h-catenin homologs, which
act in multiple processes (Costa et al., 1998; Eisenmann et
al., 1998; Rocheleau et al., 1997). It has been shown in
molecular experiments that the h-catenin homolog BAR-1,
but not the homologs WRM-1 or HMP-2, can activate POP-1-mediated transcription (Korswagen et al., 2000). bar-1
null mutants do not have defects in P7.p lineage orientation
(Eisenmann et al., 1998), which could indicate that bar-1 is
dispensable for this process. However, this interpretation is
subject to several caveats. First, it remains possible that
several h-catenins act together to orient the P7.p lineage,
particularly since it has been shown that overexpression of
HMP-2 or WRM-1 can compensate for the loss of bar-1 in
vivo (Natarajan et al., 2001). Second, the vulval precursors
sometimes fuse with hyp7 in bar-1 null mutants (Eisenmann
et al., 1998) and it is possible that this phenotype masks a
role for bar-1 in P7.p lineage orientation. An analysis of this
fusion defect suggests that bar-1 normally maintains the
expression of lin-39 in vulval precursors, which prevents
them from fusing with hyp7 (Eisenmann et al., 1998). We
have found that POP-1 is expressed in the vulval precursors
and hence that POP-1 could act with BAR-1 to regulate
precursor fusion. This is consistent with genetic evidence
that pop-1 mediates bar-1 activity in the vulva (Gleason
et al., 2002).
POP-1 localization and vulval cell type specification
The pattern of POP-1 localization and the pattern of cell
type specification show a precise correlation during the first
two rounds of cell division in 18 and 28 lineages. Notably,
all intermediate precursors that generate the same vulval cell
types possess equivalent levels of POP-1. For example, both
vulA precursors (P5.paa and P7.ppp) have high nuclear
levels of POP-1, while both vulB precursors (P5.pap and
P7.ppa) have low nuclear levels of POP-1. In addition, the
relative level of POP-1 in sister cells correlates with their
subsequent development. In each case in which sister cells
have different nuclear levels of POP-1, the sisters generate
different cell types. For example, the sisters P5.paa and
P5.pap have different levels of POP-1 and produce different
cell types (vulA and vulB cells, respectively). Conversely,
P6.pa and P6.pp, which are the only sisters that have the
same nuclear levels of POP-1, generate the same cell types
(vulE and vulF cells). These observations are consistent
with the model that POP-1 plays a role in vulval cell type
specification.
We have shown that lin-17 and lin-18 mutant animals
have defects both in the pattern of POP-1 localization and
the pattern of vulval cell type specification. In particular,
there is a strong correlation in these mutants between 28
sublineages that have high nuclear levels of POP-1 and
those that produce vulA. This suggests that high nuclear
levels of POP-1 could play a role in vulA specification.
LIN-17 had previously been shown to influence the pattern
of vulE and vulF specification (or differentiation) in the 18
cell lineage (Wang and Sternberg, 2000), and we have found
that LIN-17 and LIN-18 act redundantly to regulate POP-1
localization in vulE and vulF precursors. Hence, LIN-17 and
LIN-18 may regulate vulval cell type specification by
controlling the activity of POP-1 in both the 18 and 28
Fig. 6. Reorientation of polarity during vulval development. (A) It is
proposed that all vulval lineages have a common orientation by default.
This uniform orientation is observed in animals that lack function of both
LIN-17 and LIN-18. Cell lineage diagrams indicate sister cells. Filled inner
circles and empty inner circles indicate high and low nuclear levels of POP-
1, respectively. (B) Intercellular signals (arrows) mediated through LIN-17
and LIN-18 are proposed to reorient the posterior vulval lineages. Signals
that originate near the center of the vulva (as shown), or from both the
anterior and posterior sides of the vulva, could reorient cell polarity in the
posterior half of the vulva without altering cell polarity in the anterior half.
The signals could act directly on sister cells (as shown) or on their
precursors.
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specification and POP-1 localization are separate processes
that are regulated in parallel. In either case, the nuclear level
of POP-1 represents a molecular marker of vulval lineage
orientation that is evident soon after a cell division.
Our results suggest that multiple signaling events
regulate cell type specification in the P7.p lineage. In
particular, lin-17 and lin-18 single mutants usually display
P7.p lineage reversals only after the first round of cell
division whereas double mutants usually also display
reversals after the second round of cell division. This
suggests that separate signaling events regulate early and
late stages of the P7.p lineage. The use of multiple signaling
events to maintain a uniform lineage orientation could be a
common mechanism in C. elegans development. For
example, the orientation of the T lineage can change
multiple times in lin-44/Wnt mutants (Herman and Horvitz,
1994). Although the lin-17 and lin-18 genes have semi-
redundant functions in controlling POP-1 localization, they
appear to have some nonoverlapping functions in vulval cell
type specification. For example, the P7.pp sublineage often
segregated cdh-3Dcfp-expressing cells in lin-18(e620)
mutants (17 of 20 Biv animals) but rarely expressed cdh-
3Dcfp in lin-17(n671) mutants (3 of 22 Biv animals). This
suggests LIN-18 but not LIN-17 prevents the specification
of vulC or vulD cells from P7.pp.
Wnt signaling and the specification of proximal/distal axes
The hermaphrodite vulva and gonad both develop along
a proximal/distal axis and in each case a Wnt-like pathway
is required for the proper patterning of this axis (Siegfried
and Kimble, 2002; these studies). The gonad develops from
two precursor cells called Z1 and Z4. In hermaphrodites,
each of these cells divides to produce a distal daughter that
generates a distal tip cell and a proximal daughter that does
not. Experiments have shown that the distal daughters of Z1
and Z4 have lower nuclear levels of POP-1 than the
proximal daughters and that the genes pop-1, lin-17, wrm-
1h-catenin, and lit-1/Nemo kinase are required for the
proper development of the distal daughters (Siegfried and
Kimble, 2002; Siegfried et al., 2004). Hence, POP-1 is
localized along a proximal/distal axis in both the developing
gonad and vulva whereas it is localized along the anterior/
posterior axis in most other tissues (Lin et al., 1998; Park
and Priess, 2003). There are some apparent differences in
the Wnt-like pathways that function in the gonad and vulva.
For example, POP-1 is localized in a distal-low/proximal-
high pattern in the developing gonad whereas it is localized
in the opposite orientation in the developing vulva
(Siegfried et al., 2004; these studies). In addition, Wnt
pathways appear to establish asymmetry in the gonadal
lineages but to orient the asymmetry of vulval lineages.
However, it remains possible that other Wnt pathway
components orient gonadal lineages or polarize vulval
lineages. Still in both organs, Wnt-like pathways establishorgan-specific patterns of POP-1 localization and cell type
specification.
Three genetically separable systems contribute to the
mirror symmetric pattern of vulval development. In the first
system, the AC of the gonad induces the closest vulval
precursor to adopt the 18 fate and biases the outcome of
lateral signals that direct the flanking precursors to adopt the
28 fate (Hill and Sternberg, 1992; Katz et al., 1995; Simske
and Kim, 1995; Sternberg, 1988; Sternberg and Horvitz,
1986). This results in a mirror symmetric pattern of vulval
precursor fate determination. In the second system, vulval
precursors undergo polar cell divisions to produce sisters
that have different nuclear levels of POP-1 and that give rise
to different vulval cell types. The mechanisms that establish
this polarity are unknown but could be the same as the
mechanisms that establish the high/low pattern of POP-1
localization in other tissues. In the third system, Wnt
signaling reorients the posterior vulval lineages (P6.pp and
P7.p) from a default orientation (Fig. 6). Experiments with
reporter transgenes suggest that the Wnt signal MOM-2 is
expressed in the gonad and in other cell types near the center
of the developing vulva (Inoue et al., 2004). In principle,
MOM-2 could contribute to a mirror symmetric pattern of
vulval development by reorienting the posterior vulval
lineages while reinforcing the default orientation of the
anterior vulval lineages. These studies illustrate that C.
elegans vulval development can be used to study the
R. Deshpande et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 118–129128interactions of signaling pathways during organogenesis and
the mechanisms that polarize and orient cell divisions.Acknowledgments
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